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 As the first fully decentralized game system of the 4th generation, 
ADENE gives its community access to possibilities previously exclusively 
owned by the game monopoly. Thanks to the use of NFTS, users are now 
becoming operators. ADENE innovations begin where ordinary gaming 
platforms end. For the first time in the millennia-old history of 
gambling, users and operators are becoming one. The keyword 
is"Non-Fungible-Token." These so-called NFTs are about to turn the 
world of digital assets upside down. Works of art, tweets, GIFs, songs, 
and domain names have long changed hands as NFTs. And on ADENE 
as well, you can advance to an owner of purely digital objects. 
Exceptionally handled by purchasing one or more personal NFTs in the 
form of card games or slots that can be designed and operated at your 
discretion.

Decentralized
Platform

Unique
Concept

Completely
Transparent

Open
For Everyone

Completely
Fair

Creative Products

Only Token
Spoken

Safe For
The Community

ADENE

 THE FIRST OF ITS KIND
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 From the dice to the slot machine, from the card game to the 
roulette table: it is well known that gambling has also evolved 
throughout history. But not always in favor of the players. To date, unfair 
practices such as freezing prize money or manipulating the odds of 
winning are still standard worldwide. For taking the supremacy of 
centralized gambling providers, such as opaque private casinos, there is 
now the fully decentralized and transparent peer-to-peer gambling 
platform ADENE.

GAMBLING PLATFORM ADENE 

SITE 2
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Mystery Box – Boxes that randomly award NFT icons, slot machines, 
and Aden tokens for Adene’s ecosystem utility. 

1.

NFT icons – divided into rarities (common 10 duplicates, rare 3 
duplicates, and legendary 1 duplicate – based on graphic’s 
complexities of the icons and its unique functionalities when the slot 
machines hit those icons). These NFT icons are used to mint an NFT slot 
machine through templates. 

2.

Slot machine templates – slot machines templates allow the users to 
create their own NFT slot machines based on skins, music, NFT icons, 
and algorithmic complexities. The templates consist of various 
themes and each theme has its unique functions.  The NFT slot 
machines are also divided into rarity tiers (common – at least 5 
common NFT icons, rare – at least 7 NFT icons, legendary – at least 10 
legendary NFT icons or exclusive slot machines created by the Adene 
team). The rarity of the slot machines also dictates the possible 
jackpots, odds for the players and operators, etc. 

3.

NFT Slot Machines – Each NFT slot machine is unique in graphics and 
functions. The slot machines require liquidity to be operable. The bet 
size and possible jackpot win also depend on the size of the liquidity. 
These slot machines could be operated to earn 60%-200% APY per 
year according to Ben’s online casino’s data. The slot machines' ODDS 
are coded into a smart contract using Chainlink VRF to maximize 
RNG transparency.

4.

NFT marketplace – Marketplaces where NFT icons, NFT slot machines, 
skins etc. are traded. 

5.

ADENE
PRODUCTS
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Gaming Platform – Gaming platforms are purely P2P. The community 
owns and operates the slot machines. Adene is just a platform to 
facilitate these games. All transactions and games are powered by the 
smart contract in order to avoid rigged practices. Each transaction 
costs about 0.02% of the transactions, in which 0.01% goes to 
operation and marketing for the Adene team while the other 0.01% is 
included into the total jackpot. 

6.

Community Liquidity Staking – Community are able to stake their 
liquidity into various slot machines to earn a profit-share income 
stream (usually 80% for the stakeholders and 20% for the operators)

7.

ADENE
PRODUCTS
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 As the first NFT-based 4th generation gaming platform, ADENE 
focuses on the idea of "by users - for users." For the first time, users can act 
as both: gamers and gaming operators. ADENE platform does not own 
the games, nor is it the house – there will be fees for transactions to cover 
the ADENE platform expenses.

Personal NFTs are formed as unique; individual slot machines are created 
by the users and made available to the community of ADENE. If users 
purchase any NFT games, they can upload them on the ADENE NFT 
Marketplace, provide sufficient liquidity in ADEN tokens, and operate the 
game. The win/loss ratio of the games will be fairer for both users than in 
real-life casinos.

How does it work?

THE FUTURE LIES IN DECENTRALIZATION

SITE 3
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Go to the ADENE NFT 
Marketplace adene.io

Connect your wallet 
and buy tokens

You can buy mystery boxes, 
collect icons and you can 
mint slot machines with the 
help of the desired template.

You can also buy these slot 
machines directly from our 

marketplace. 

After owning your slot 
machine, you can install that 

on our platform and start your 
very own gambling business.

How to own an Adene NFT slot machine

First of all, congratulations, you are part of the early adoption phase of an 
amazing project. This guide will lead you through your first steps and 
offer some insights into how we developed and tested our slot machines.

How to create a slot machine on the ADENE Network 

THE FUTURE LIES IN DECENTRALIZATION

SITE 3
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 The new world of blockchain and cryptocurrency is a fantastic 
innovation. If you're not partaking yet, there are some fun ways that make 
getting started easy for anyone with an Internet connection! The first step 
would be connecting your wallet through the Adene nft marketplace at 
Adene NFT - https://adenenftmarketplace.io/. From here choose one game 
to integrate the graphical elements individually which will give it more 
flair in comparison from other slot machines on offer within this market 
place environment (which allows others players from across communities 
too). You could also buy your own slot machine so they can use them once 
offsite by purchasing directly via ADENE tokens instead of dollar bills/ 
coins etc.. There's never been any better time than right now- join!

Be part of the ADENE community and enjoy the ADENE P2P platform 
that enables transparent and fair gaming, far away from centralized 
gaming companies.

How to play on ADENE?

Go to the ADENE NFT 
Marketplace adene.io

Connect your wallet 
and buy tokens

Buy ADEN Token

Play the slot machines 
with ADEN tokens or 

Ethereum

Choose a slot 
machine on the 

marketplace

Winnings are 
instantly in your 

wallet

How to play Adene Games?

SITE 3

THE FUTURE LIES IN DECENTRALIZATION
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 All games of chance on the ADENE platform, like card games or 
slots, are created via a dedicated, comprehensive AI creator. Every user 
on the platform can become either an operator or a player. As an 
operator, you own the games once you purchase them, and you will 
need to add tokens into slots to operate them. As a player, you can test 
your luck and see how you fare in these games of chance. Odds are 
higher if you own some of the NFT unique gems.

WHAT DOES ADENE OFFER? 

AI game creation

Every user can create their games. All you need to do is to upload the 
UI you made into a template. Then the ADENE platform is 
automatically transforming that into a game. Special gems Every 
player can acquire 

NFT unique gems

These can help boost your odds against the operator. Tracking 
system ADENE comes with a comprehensive tracking system. You 
can track the latest purchase, leaderboard, P/L, and many others.

Achievement system

The ADENE players receive achievements, and they can actively 
receive rewards in ADENE tokens as the platform grows and 
expands.

SITE 4

OUR FEATURES
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 For some, it is Hermes. for others Nezha, and for the Aztecs, it was 
Macuilxochitl. Each generation of gambling has its deity. For the crypto 
believers, it is now the ADENE token, our native currency for the platform. 
The ADENE token offers advantages like lower fees and easier access to the 
platform itself. However, we are also supporting other cryptocurrencies. The 
execution of all intelligent contracts at ADENE is based on BEP20 and BSC. 

SITE 5

THE CURRENCY OF GODS 

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION
ADENE SECURES YOUR LUCK

Token 
Allocation

TOKEN SUPPLY
1 000 000 000ADEN

Ticker
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 ADENE is financed by the Malta-based T-Mart Holding Company 
with around 1.1  million euros (EUR). For the investors it was clear from the 
beginning – the project will be a revolution and is going to disrupt the 
gambling and crypto market. But to be successful in the long term, the 
community must be part of the project. To avoid any risk of slippage, the 
investors have decided to close their wallets for a longer period and thus 
guarantee unique security in the crypto market.

SITE 5

THE CURRENCY OF GODS 
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MISSION AND CORE VALUES

CORE VALUES
P2P Gambling
Boxes that randomly award NFT icons, slot machines, and Aden tokens for 
Adene’s ecosystem utility. 

NFT Slot Machines
Adene is the first platform to ever create NFTs out of slot machines. NFTs 
should be static digital assets and assets that have feasible business use 
cases to sustain the circular economy of Aden tokens. #Adene platform 
also allows users to mint their customized slot machines.

Play and Operate
As the first 4th generation NFT based gambling platform, Aden token 
users can become players or operators. Users can practically construct 
their own casino business with a low barrier to entry. Starting your own 
business has never been easier.

 Blockchain technologies and cryptocurrencies are more than a 
medium of exchange. As a system, they ensure a power shift between a 
handful of powerful people and the rest of the world. We are witnessing 
the most extraordinary distribution of wealth in human history in the 
form of decentralization and the concept of the metaverse.

Our vision is to decentralize the gaming industry give the community 
access to opportunities that were ever since exclusively reserved for the 
gambling monopoly.

ADENE is on a mission to make it easier for users to have fairer games and 
the opportunity to build their own casino business without bureaucracy 
or heavy financial requirements.
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MISSION AND CORE VALUES

Adene, The Goddess of Gambling and Luck wants to disrupt the 
gambling culture because she has witnessed that the gambling empire 
is now owned by some powerful bodies (centralized casino system) who 
are solely making profits only for them. These tyrants have snatched the 
right of equal opportunity from the common people and have created a 
monopoly in gambling culture.
 
Adene decided that she has to end this monopoly and create her own 
realm of gambling ( Adene Gambling ) to bring back equality and justice 
to the gambling empire. In her realm, everyone will be free to play games 
of chance without odds being in control of someone else. 

Adene will also give you unique weapons (slot machines) to destroy the 
monopoly of these tyrants (centralized casinos) and create your own 
gambling empire. In this realm, every mortal being will get an equal 
opportunity to become prosperous from the gambling industry.

Adene is here to help the people by spreading the vibes of endless 
happiness, equality, and prosperity. Goddess Adene is inviting you to 
join this revolutionary mission, you can accompany her by following 
means:

1. Buy Adene tokens pre-sales to join her mission
2. Support our listings Vpex, Gateio, Mexc, Game Starters, IEO stater, BSC Pad
3. Browse our marketplace and buy Adene’s weapons (slot machines) 
4. Spread Adene’s vision in the world through your social handles.

It's our time to start our own gaming empire with the help of Adene 
and break free from the shackles of these centralized bodies.



1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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The Revenue Stream 

Scalability – having the community own the games will give them 
the freedom to create their own products and run the promotions 
themselves indirectly benefiting adene.io

Viable Business Use Case for NFT – community owns their NFTs 
products and have the possibility to create a stream of income

Transparency – because the odds are shows in the smart contract, 
players are assured that the games are not rigged, and all the 
transactions are done accordingly

Strong Secondary Market – Create a strong collection incentive – 
users collect NFT icons and slot machines with the purpose to operate 
them or trade them.

Low Entry Barrier – users can literally create their own casino business 
in seconds, with no need for licensing and huge capital investments

High and Unique APY from Stakes – slot machines can operate as 
performing financial assets with high yields

REVENUE
Stream
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exclusive NFT
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Product Developments

12.12.
2021

20.12.
2021

10.01.
2022

25.01.
2022

02.02.
2022

Mystery Boxes

NFT Slot 
Machines 
Templates

Gaming 
Platform

Community 
Staking

NFT Marketplace

 We start with mystery boxes to give the users a reason to buy and 
utilize Aden tokens. Then NFTs slot machines follow so users can create 
their own slot machines based on the collected NFT icons. NFT 
marketplace becomes the next step so users can trade the NFT icons 
with each other in order to optimize their theme collections. Finally, 
gaming platforms and community staking will serve as the main 
platform to earn revenue streams. 
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ADENE TEAM PROFILE

A graduate of Johns Hopkins University with a background in 
management consulting and entrepreneurship, Peter Nguyen 
has been investing in crypto since 2015 and strongly believes 
that blockchain technology is a great equalizer between 
centralized power and the community. Peter Nguyen believes 
that we are witnessing the biggest free-market wealth transfer 
ever with the rise of cryptocurrency.

PETER NGUYEN | CEO & FOUNDER

From a 5-year background in the finance industry and has 
completed a Master’s degree in Financial Investment, Ben Le 
pivoted to become a game data analyst and also pursued a 
Master’s degree in Data Science. He has been running a social 
casino portal for more than three years. Ben strongly believes in 
the decentralized world and his hobby is playing games of skill.

BEN LE | CTO

Hung Nguyen is the co-founder and CEO of Vpex Holdings, a 
major ecosystem exchange startup established in Australia, 
focused on blockchain technology for fast, reliable, and big data 
transaction processing. He established a technology startup 
when he was a student in 2007 and in his 13 years of IT business 
management experience including 8 years of operating and 
promoting blockchain and game projects with many globally 
famous projects, he has received several distinctions and awards 
such as the IT Excellence Gold Cup 2010. Hung is also a member 
of the Vietnam High-Tech Business Incubator and has been 
featured in several major publications around the world such as 
Forbes Asia in September 2019. He also met Bill Gates in 2006.

HUNG NGUYEN | CMO
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ADENE TEAM PROFILE

Currently pursuing a Bachelor's degree in Computer Science at 
Technische Universität München (TUM), Ondris has been 
investing in crypto since 2018 and programming various 
projects/startups since 2017. In line with his interests in investing, 
programming, and crypto, Ondris is a keen believer that the 
crypto scene and blockchain technology will disrupt many 
aspects in our lives - one of which is the gambling industry.

A crypto investor since 2016, Nam Dang is also an expert in 
project management, human resources, and business 
development. He graduated from university in Russia and has a 
hobby of helping people. 
Nam Dang really believes that the future is in blockchain 
technology and it will be the greatest disruptor in the coming 
years, helping people succeed in a short amount of time.

NAM DANG | PROJECT MANAGER

Currently pursuing a Bachelor's degree in Computer Science at 
Technische Universität München (TUM), Phillip has built a 
knowledge of finance systems for the last 3 years. He has been 
keen on blockchain technology and crypto space since late 2018 
and has been actively investing in crypto since 2019. 
Philip is a strong believer that we are on the verge of massive 
change in the finance world and redistribution of power and 
that blockchain technology will be the leading topic in the 
upcoming decades. He adds that with this wave of changes and 
opportunities, many people will be able to create generational 
wealth for them and more generations to come and Adene can 
provide such opportunity.

PHILIP TRAN | LEAD DEVELOPER

ONDRIS VU | DEVELOPER
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ADENE TEAM PROFILE

Having completed a Bachelor’s degree of Art in Graphic Design 
from the Lindenwood University, MO, USA, Vuong Anh desires to 
create wonderful product designs. She started getting into the 
world of crypto in 2016. Vuong Anh believes that the concept of 
crypto and decentralized finance brings a bridge to the future of 
finance.

VUONG ANH LE | UI/UX DESIGNER

Preyam is a Bachelor of Computers graduate from SMS College, 
Lucknow, India. He then has worked with more than 30 
businesses from the USA, UK, Australia, Sweden, and Israel, some 
of which are crypto and fintech startups like Cubebit, Crypto2win, 
currently working with Placewar and Polygod (NFT Gamefi). 
Preyam believes that great things are made by disruptions and 
crypto is doing just that to the centralized systems. His hobby is 
listening to podcasts.

PREYAM SHARMA | SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGER AND CONTENT CREATOR
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Dr. Martin Busch holds vast experience in the technological and 
auditing space ranging over 15 years.
He is a graduate in Business Management and Industrial 
Engineering from TU Dresden and Michigan State University and 
completed his PhD on nanocatalysts at the Faculty of Mechanical 
Engineering at the University of Duisburg-Essen.
Throughout his career, he has worked in prestigious tech 
organizations in Germany, USA and China and speaks 5 
languages fluently. Martin actively worked in the tech business 
development space which makes him a truly valuable asset for 
Adene. He was also a  member of the Youth Parliament of the city 
of Erlangen, Bavaria.

DR. MARTIN BUSCH | ADVISOR ADENE.IO

ADENE TEAM PROFILE

Former Director of Data Center business. Investor and mentor of 
many successful crypto venture capital firms such as Blockrocket 
in Germany.

TOAN NGUYEN | STRATEGIC INVESTOR & ADVISOR
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ADENE TEAM PROFILE

EFE DURAN SARIKAYA  | STRATEGIC INVESTOR & ADVISOR

 MARC KLOEPFEL | STRATEGIC INVESTOR & ADVISOR
Marc Kloepfel is an expert in Corporate Finance and Business 
Process Optimizations Marc has completed his studies of 
International Business at The Manchester Metropolitan University. 

Marc Kloepfel is also a founder of a leading procurement and 
supply chain company in the Central and Eastern European 
market and has also helped in financing several startups, real 
estate investors, and business developers. His company has played 
a crucial role in the production and supply of respirators and other 
pandemic needs during tough times. Marc is also a very active 
crypto investor and a strong believer in blockchain and 
decentralized projects and is here to help Adene to expand in 
Central and Eastern European markets.

Efe Duran Sarikaya - He is a well-known entrepreneur in the 
domain of Business and Supply Chain Management. He has 
completed his business administration degree from Heinrich 
Heine University Düsseldorf. His 15 years of expertise in the 
purchasing process and supply chain management helped him 
to set up his own company currently serving in the Turkish 
market. 
Efe Duran Sarikaya is also the founder Kloepfel Consulting and 
besides this, Duran has also helped many companies in getting 
their State Subsidies and is regarded as one of the experts in this 
process. He is also a great advocate of blockchain technology and 
believes in the principle of decentralization in every possible 
sector.


